
McMaster Students Union Incorporated Meeting 
Sunday, June 24, 2018 – SRA 18D 

Council Chambers, GH 111 
 
 
 

Called to Order at 2:12pm 
 
CALL OF THE ROLL 

Present Epifano, Robinson, Bertolo, Arbess, Bishara, Bonk, Florean, Emmanual, Espiritu, Gandzi, 
Grewal, Hackett, Reddy, Isah, Lee, MacLean, Oketch, Reddy, Roshan, Salciccioli, 
Senthillmohan, Shingleton-Smith, N. Singh, S. Singh, Sykes, Warwani   

Absent Excused  
Absent  
Late   
Others Present Elizabeth Wong (MSU Speaker) 
Chair Ikram Farah 

 
BUSINESS 

 
1. To appoint the Secretary for the Corporation for 2018-2019; 
 
Moved by Reddy, seconded by Senthillmohan that the Full Members of the Corporation appoint Emma Ferguson 
as the Secretary to the Corporation for 2018-2019. 
 

Passes Unanimously 

 
2. To appoint the auditors for the Corporation for 2018-2019; 
 
Moved by Robinson, seconded by Gandzi that the Full Members of the Corporation approve the appointment of 
KPMG LLP (Canada) as the Corporation’s auditors for 2018-2019. 
 

Passes Unanimously 
 

3. To delegate setting of remuneration of auditors; 
 

Moved by Hackett, seconded by Sykes that the Full Members of the Corporation delegate the setting of 
remuneration of the auditors to the Board of Directors. 

 

In Favour: 23 Opposed: 0 Abstained: 3 

Abstentions: Robinson, Epifano, Bertolo 

Motion Passes 
 
4. To allocate and expend funds for TwelvEighty project; 
 

Moved by Robinson, seconded by MacLean that the Full Members of the Corporation allocate and expend $10,070 
to be used for Stage Demolition and flooring in TwelvEighty. 
 

▪ Robinson reviewed the attached memo.  
▪ Florean asked if the money being used was coming from the capital budget. Florean ceded their time to 

Robinson confirmed that it was. 
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▪ Senthillmohan asked what happens with the $1000 asbestos contingency if it goes unused. They asked if 
they needed to have another meeting to discuss being under budget. Senthillmohan ceded their time to 
Robinson. Robinson stated that if a project goes underbudget they full allocated amount would not be 
expended and no further action would need taken by MSU Inc.  

▪ Florean asked if there was a maximum amount of money Robinson was thinking about allocating towards 
the TwelvEighty project. Florean ceded their time to Robinson. Robinson stated that he has three projects 
in mind for the year, two already approved in the capital budget. He stated that he did not see putting 
more money towards TwelvEighty after this. He stated that in the fall there is a plan to do an evaluation 
of the Grind, and depending on how that turns out, there could potentially be expenditures towards its 
expansion. He stated that the expansion during his term was unlikely.  

 
Vote on Motion 
 

Passes Unanimously 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
Moved by Warwani, seconded by Shingleton-Smith that the meeting of the Full Members of MSU Incorporated be 
adjourned.  
 

Passes Unanimously 
 
Adjourned at 2:30pm 

 
/ef 

 


